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patch publish public configs publish public configuration files Requirements: Only works for WhatsApp Messenger on windows (VB.Net or C#) UPDATE 1.2.0 Now you can simply setup the messenger app to run under a specific user HOW TO: 1. Create a new shortcut to the messenger app, for example: "C:\Program Files\WhatsApp Messenger\app.exe -user user@email.com" 2. On the new
shortcut, click "Run as Administrator" 3. Type in your desired user details 4. Click ok and you are all set. 5. The shortcut is now setup and you just have to click it. NOTE: You may need to double click the shortcut to actually run the app Bugfixes: Added installer to the project files Backported version from new slack updates and general improvements. Fixed that you couldn't run the app without the
-user -settings param when running in silent mode Fixed that you couldn't run the app after patching the exe. Fixed that you couldn't use the rest of the slack api after patching the exe Fixed that the text entered into the app was not visible for the user that the app was run under. Fixed that it wasn't possible to reset a user's password. Fixed that the user's messages weren't visible. Fixed that the user had
to accept permissions. Fixed that the user had to read and accept the patch. UPDATE 1.1.0 Now you can also use this app to change the required account permission of your messenger app. Once you have changed the permissions you can run the app without the -user or -settings parameter. To go back to the original settings, just remove the -user or -settings parameter. Known Issues: The user's
account has to be unlocked for this to work. If you are using Slack to manage your users, all your users have to have the following set in their slack app permissions. Click on Add permission and then select the account permissions. You will have to log in into your slack account and select the below options. Active users - All users that can send messages, but 82157476af
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